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The Philosophic Grammar of American Languages, as set forth

by Wilhehn von Humboldt^ tvith the translation of an unpub-

lished memoir bij him on the American Verb. By Daniel G.

Brinton, M.D.

(Read before the American PldlosopJdcnl Society, March 20, 18S5.)

§ 1. Introductory.

The foundations of the Philosophy of Language were laid by
Wilhelm von Humboldt (b. June 22, lYGT, d. April 8, 1835).

The principles he advocated have frequently been misunder-

stood, and some of them have been modified, or even contro-

verted, by more extended research; but a careful survey of the

tendencies of modern thought in this field will show that the

philosophic scheme of the nature and growth of languages, which

he set forth, is graduall}^ reasserting its sway, after having been

neglected and denied through the preponderance of the so-called

naturalistic school during the last quarter of a century.

The time seems ripe, therefore, to bring the general principles

of his philosophy to the knowledge of American scholars, espe-

cially as applied b}^ himself to the analysis of American lan-

guages.

Any one at all acquainted with Humboldt's writings, and the

literature to which they have given rise, will recognize that this

is a serious task. I have felt it such, and have prepared myself

for it not only by a careful perusal of his own published writings,

but also by a comparison of the conflicting interpretations put

upon them by Dr. Max Schasler,* Prof H. Steinthal,t Prof. C.

J. Adler,| and others, as well as b_v obtaining a copy of an en-

tirel}' unpublished memoir by Humboldt on the "American

* Die Eleniente der Philosophischen Sprachwissenschaft Wilhelm. von HumholdVs.
In sysiemaiischer Eniwicklung dargestelU und kritisch erlHuleri, von Dr. Max
Schasler, Berlin, 1847.

t Die Sprachwissenschaft Wilhelm von Humholdl's und die HeaeVsche Philosophie,

von H. Steinthal, Dr., Berlin, 1848. The same eminent linguist treats especially
of Humboldt's teachings in Orammatik, Logik und Psychologie, ihre Prin<ipien
und ihr Verhalfniss zu einander, pp. 123-1.35 (Berlin, 1855) ; in his well-known vol-

ume Characteristik der HauptscLchlichsten Typen des Svrnchhaves, pp. 20-70 (Berlin,

860); in his recent oration Uebei- Wilhelm von Humboldt (Berlin, 1883); and else-

where.

X Wilhelm von Humboldt's Linguisficol Studies. By C.J. Adler, A.M. (New York,
18G6). This is the only attempt, so far as I know, to present Humboldt's philos-

ophy of language to Knglish readers. It is meritorious, but certainly in some
passages Prof. Adler failed to catch Humboldt's meaning.
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Yerb," a translation' of which accompanies this paper. But my
chief reliance in solving the obscurities of Humboldt's presen-

tation of his doctrines has been a close comparison of allied

passages in his various essays, memoirs and letters. Of these I

need scarcely say that I have attached the greatest weight to his

latest and monumental work sometimes referred to as his " In-

troduction to the Kawi Language," but whose proper title is

" On Differences in Linguistic Structure, and their Influence on

the Mental Development of the Human Race."*

I would not have it understood that I am presenting a com-

plete analysis of Humboldt's linguistic philosophy. This is far,

beyond the scope of the [jresent paper. It aims to set forth

merely enough of his general theories to explain his applications

of them to the languages of the American race.

What I have to present can best be characterized as a series of

notes on Humboldt's writings, indicating their bearing on the

problems of American philology, introducing his theories to

students of this branch, and serving as a preface to the hitherto

unpublished essay by hiin on the American Verb, to which I

have referred.

§ 2. Humboldt's Studies in American Languages.

The American languages occupied Humboldt's attention ear-

nestly and for many years. He was first led to their study by

his brother Alexander, who presented him with the large lin-

guistic collection he had amassed during his travels in South

and North America.

While Prussian Minister in Rome (1802-08), he ransacked the

libraiy of the Gollegio Romano for rai'e or unpublished works

on American tongues; he obiained from the ex-Jesuit Forneri

all the information the latter could give about the Yurari, a

tongue spoken on the Meta river, New Granada ;f and he se-

cured accurate copies of all the manuscript material on these

* Ueber die Vcrschiedenheit des menschlichen Sprachbaues und iJiren EinflusH arif

die geistige Entwickclung des Menschcngeschlechts. Prof. Adler translates this:

"The Structural Differences of HumanSpeech and their Influence ou the Intel-

lectual Development of the HumanRace." The word (/eis^/fire, however, includes

emotional as well as intellectual things.

t Ueber die Verschiedenheit, etc., Bd. vi, s. 271, note. I may say, once for all,

that my references, unless otherwise stated, are to the edition of Humboldt's
Gesammelte Werke, edited by his brother, Berlin, 1841-1852.
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idioms left by the diligent collector and "linguist, the Abbe
Hervas.

A few years later, in 1812, we find him writing to his friend

Baron Alexander von Rennenkampff, then in St. Petersburg

:

" I have selected the American languages as the special subject

of my investigations. I'hey have the closest relationship of any
with the tongues of north-eastern Asia; and I beg you therefore

to obtain for me all the dictionaries and grammars of the latter

which you can."*

It is probable from this extract that Humboldt was then

studying these languages from that limited, ethnographic point

of view, from which he wrote his essay on the Basque tongue, the

announcement of which appeared, indeed, in that year, 1812,

although the work itself was not issued until 1821,

Ten years more of study and reflection taught him a far

loftier flight. lie came to look upon each language as an

organism, all its parts bearing harmonious relations to each

other, and standing in a definite connection with the intellectual

and emotional development of the nation speaking it. Each
language again bears the relation to language in general that the

species does to the genus, or the genus to the order, and by

a comprehensive process of analysis he hoped to arrive at those

fundamental laws of articulate speech which form the Philosophy

of Language, and which, as they are also the laws of human
thought, at a certain point coincide, he believed, with those of

the Philosophy of History.

In the completion of this vast scheme, he continued to attach

the utmost importance to the American languages. His illus-

trations were constantly drawn from them, and they were ever

the subject of his earnest studies. He prized them as in certain

respects the most valuable of all to the philosophic student of

human speech.

Thus, in 1826, he announced before the Berlin Academy that

he was preparing an exhaustive work on the " Organism of

Language," for which he had selected the American languages

exclusively, as best suited for this purpose. " The languages of

a great continent," he writes, " peopled by numerous nationali-

* Aus Wilhelm von HumboldV s letzien Lebensjahren. Eine Millheilung bixher un-

bekannter Brie/e. Von Theodor Distel, p. 19 (Leipzig, 1883).
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ties, probably never subject to foreign influence, offer for this

branch of linguistic study specially favorable material. There

are in America as many as thirty little known languages for

"which we have means of study, each of which is like a new

natural species, besides many others whose data ai-e less ample."*

In his memoir, read two years later, " On the Origin of Gram-

matical Forms, and their Influence on the Development of

Ideas," he chose most of his examples from the idioms of the

New World ;| and the year following, he read the monograph

on the Verb in American languages, which is printed for the

first time with the present essay.

In a later paper, he announced his special study of this group

as still in preparation. It was, however, never completed. J lis

earnest desire to reach the fundamental laws of language led

him first into a long series of investigations into the systems of

recorded speech, phonetic hieroglyphics and alphabetic writing,

on which he read memoirs of great acuteness.

In one of these he again mentions his studies of the American

tongues, and takes occasion to vindicate them from the current

charge of being of a low grade in the linguistic scale. " It is

certainly unjust," he writes, "to call the American languages

rude or savage, although their structure is widely different Irom

those perfectly formed. "|
In 1828, there is a published letter from him making an ap-

pointment with the Abbe Thavenet, missionary to the Canadian

Algonkins, then in Paris, "to enjoy the pleasure of conversing

with him on his interesting studies of the Algonkin language. "|1

And a private letter tells us that in 1831 he applied himself with

new zeal to mastering the intricacies of Mexican grammar.§

About 1827, he found it indispensable to subject to a critical

scrutiny the languages of the great island world of the Pacific

* From his memoir Ueber das verglcichende Sprachisludiwn in Beziehung auf
die verschiedenen Eimchen der Sprachenlwicklung , Bd. iii, s. 2J9.

t He draws examples from the Carlb, Lule, Tiipl, Mbaya, Huasteca, Nahuatl,
Tamanaca, Ablpone, and Mixteca; Uebcr das Entslehen der grammalischen For-
men, und ihren Elnfluss auf die Ideenenlwicklung , Bd. ill, ss. 269-306.

X Ueber die Buchstabenschrifl und ihren Zusummenhang mit dem Sprachbau'
Bd. vl, s. 526.

II
This letter Is printed in the memoir of Prof. E. Teza, Tntorno agli StiuU de

Thavenet sulla Lingua Atgonchina, in the Annali delle Universiid toscane,Tomo
xvili (Pisa, ISSO).

§ Compare Prof. Adler's Essay, above njentloued, p. 11.
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and Indian oceans. This resulted at last in his selecting the

Kawi language, a learned idiom of the island of Java, Malayan

in origin but with marked traces of Hindu influence, as the point of

departure for his generalizations. His conclusions were set forth

in the introductory essay above referred to.

The avowed purpose of this essay was to demonstrate the

thesis that the diversity of structure in languages is the neces-

sary condition of the evolution of the human mind,^

In the establishment of this thesis he begins with a profound

analysis of the nature of speech in genei*al, and then proceeds

to define the reciprocal influences which thought exerts upon it,

it upon thought.

Portions of this work are extremely obscure even to those who
are most familiar with his theories and style. This arises partly

from the difficulty of the subject
;

partly because his anxiety to

avoid dogmatic statements led him into vagueness of expres-

sion ; and partly because in some cases he was unce^otain of his

ground. In spite of these blemishes, this essay remains the most

suggestive work ever, written on the philosophy of language.

§ 3. The Final Purpose op the Philosophy op Language.

Humboldt has been accused of being a metaphysician, and a

scientific idealist.

It is true that he believed in an ideal perfection of language,

to wit: that form of expression which would correspond through-

out to the highest and clearest thinking. But it is evident from

this simple statement that he did not expect to find it in any

known or possible tongue. He distinctly says, tliat this ideal is

too hypotheticjfl to be used otherwise than as a stimulus to in-

vestigation ; but as such it is indispensable to the linguist in the

pursuit of his loftiest task —the estimate of the efiorts of man

to realize perfection of expression.

f

* This is found expressed nowliere else so clearly as at the beginning of § 13,

where the author writes: " Der Zweclc dieser Eiiileitung, die Sprachen, in der

Verschiedenartiglteit ilires Baues, als die nothwendlge Grundlage der Fort-

bildung des mensclilichen Geistes darzustellen, und den wechsel seitie-en Ein-

fluss des Einen auf das Andre zu erortern, hat mich genothigt, in die Natur der

Kpraclie iiberliaupt einzugelien." Bd. vi, s. 106.

t
" Der Idee der Spraclivollendung Dasein in derWirklichlveit zu gewinnen."

Ueber (He VerschiedenheU, ss. 10 and 11. The objection which may be urged that

a true philosophy of language must deal in universaLs and not confine itself to

mere difTereiitiations (particulars) is neatly met by Dr. Scliasler, Z)te .EZe??ie«<e

der Philosophischen SpracJiwissenscha/t, etc., p. 21, note.
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There is nothing teleological in his philosophy; he even de-

clines to admit that either the historian or the linguist has a

right to set up a theory of progress or evolution ; the duty ot

both is confined to deriving the completed meaning from the

facts before them.^^ He merely insists that as the object of lan-

guage is the expression of thought, certain forms of language

are better adapted to this than others. What these are, why
they are so, and. how they react on the minds of the nations

speaking them, are the questions he undertakes to answer, and

which constitute the subject-matter with which the philosophy

of langunge'has to do.

Humboldt taught that in its highest sense this philosophy of

language is one with the philosophy of history. The science ot

language misses its purpose unless it seeks its chief end in ex-

plaining the intellectual growth of the race.f

Each separate tongue is " a thought-world in tones " estab-

lished between the minds of those who speak it and the objec-

tive world witliout.| Each mirrors in itself the spirit of the

nation to which it belongs. But it has also an earlier and inde-

pendent origin ; it is the product of the conceptions of antece-

dent generations, and thus exerts a formative and directive influ-

ence on the national mind, an influence, not slight, but more

potent than that which the national mind exerts upon it.||

So also every word has a double character, the one derived

from its origin, the other from its history." The former is single,

the latter is manifold.

§

Were the gigantic task possible to gather from every language

the full record of every word and the complete explanation of

* In his remarkable essay "On the Mission of the Historian," wliich Prof.

Adler justly describes as "scarcely anything more than a preliminary to his

linguistical researches," Humboldt writes : "Die Fhilosophie schreibt den Be-
gebenheiten ein Ziel vor: dies Suchen nach Endursachen, man mag sie audi
aus dem Wesen des Menschen und der Natur selbst ableiten wollen, slort uiid

verfalscht alle freie Ansicht des eigenthvimlichen Wirkens der Kriilte." Ueber
die Aufgabe des GeschicMschreihers, Bd. i,s. 13.

t"Das Studium der verschiedenen Spiachen des Erdbodens verfelilt seine
Bestimmung, wenn es uicht immer den Gang der geistigen Bildung im Auge
behiilt, und darin seinen eigentlichen Zweck sucht." Ueber den Zunamtnenhatuj
der Schrift mil der Sprache, Bd. vi, s. -128.

I "Eine G'edankenweltan Tone geheftet." Ueber die Buchslabenschri/t und ihre

Ziisammenhang mil dem Spmehbau, Bd. vi, s. 530,

II
This cardinal point in Humboldt's philosophy is very (jlearly set forth in his

essay, " Ueber die Aujgube des Geschichtsc?ireibers," Bd. i, s. 28, and elsewhere.

g See Ueber die liuchU'tbtnschriJt, etc., Bd. vi, s. 530.
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each grammatical peculiarity, we should have an infallible, the

only infallible and exhaustive, picture of human progress.

§ 4. Historical, Comparative and Philosophic Grammar.

The Science of Grammar has three branches, which differ more

in the methods thej'^ pursue than in the ends at which they aim.

These are Historic, Comparative and Philosophic Grammar.

Historic Grammar occupies itself with tracing the forms of a

language back in time to their earlier expression, and exhibits

their development through the archaic specimens of the tongue.

Comparative Grammar extends this investigation by including

in the survey the similar development of a number of dialects

of the same stock or character, and explains the laws of speech,

which account for the similarities and diversities observed.

Both of these, it will be observed, begin with the language and

its forms, and are confined to these. Philosophic Grammar, on

the other hand, proceeds from the universal constructive prin-

ciples of language, from the abstract formulae of grammatical

relations, and investigates their application in various languages.

It looks upon articulate speech as the more or less faithful ex-

pression of certain logical procedures, and analyzes tongues in

order to exhibit the success, be it greater or less, which attends

this effort. The grammatical principles with which it deals are

universals, they exist in all minds, although it often happens

that they are not portrayed with corresponding clearness in

lansjuage.*

Philosophic Grammar, therefore, includes in its horizon all

languages spoken by men ; it essays to analyze their inmost

nature with reference to the laws of thought; it weighs the re-

lations they bear to the character and destiny of those who

speak them ; and it ascends to the psychological needs and im-

pulses which first gave them existence.

It was grammar in this highest sense, it was the study of lan-

* "Les notions grammatical es resident bien plut6t dans I'esprit de celui qui

parle que dans le materiel du language." Humboldt, Lettre & M. Abel-Remusat

Werkc, Bd. vii, s. 396. On the realms of the three varieties of grammar, see also

Dr. M. Schasler, Die Elemente der PhilosopJiische-'. Sprachwissenscha/t, etc., s. 35,

36, and Friedrich Milller, Gnmdriss der Spr achivissenscha ft, Ba.nd i,sS. 8-10 (Wien,

1876). Schasler observes that a main object in pliilosophic grammar is an inves-

tigation of "die genetisch-qualitativen Unterschiede der Redetheile," that is, of

tlie fundamental psychological differences of the parts of speech, as, what is the

ultimate distinciion between noun and adjective, etc.?
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guages for such lofty purposes as these, with which Humboldt

occupied himself with untiring zeal for the last fifteen years of

his life, when he liad laid aside the cares of the elevated and

responsible political positions which he had long filled with dis-

tinguished credit.

§ 5. Definition and Psychological Origin of Language.

Humboldt remarks that the first hundi'ed pages or so of his

celebrated " Introduction " are little more than an expansion of

his definition of language. He gives this definition in its most

condensed form as ioUows: ''Language is the ever-recurring

effort of the mind to make the articulate sound capable of ex-

pressing thought."*

According to this definition, language is not a dead thing, a

completed product, but it is an ever-living, active function, an

energy of the soul, which will perish only when intelligence

itself, in its highest sense, is extinguished. As he expresses it,

language is not an epyuy^ but an evspysta. It is the proof and the

product of a mind consciously working to a definite end.

Hence, in Humboldt's theory the psychological element of

self-consciousness lies at the root of all linguistic expression.

No mere physical difference between the lower animals and man
explains the latter's possession of articulate speech. His self-

consciousness alone is that trait which has rendered such a pos-

session possible."}"

The idea of Self necessarily implies the idea of Other. A.

thought is never separate, never isolated, but ever in relation to

another thought, suggested by one, leading on to another.

Hence, Humboldt says: " The mind can only be conceived as in

action, and as action.''^

As Prof. Adler, in his comments on Humboldt's philosophy,

* Steinthal does not like Humboldfs expression "to make capable " (faiiig zu

niaclien). He objects that the "capacity" to express tliought is already in the

articulate sounds. But what Humboldt wishes to convey is precisely that this

capacity is only derivejj from the ceaseless, energizing effort of the intellect.

Steinthal, Die &'prac7iivissenschafi Wilhelm von Humboldt's, s. 91, note. The words
in the original are: "Die sich ewig wlederholende Arbeit des Geistes, deti arti-

culirten Laut zuin Ausdruck des Gedanken fahig zu machen."

t " Nur die Stiirke des Selbstbewusstseins nothigt der korperlichen Natur die

scharfe Theilung und feste Begrenzung der Laute ab, die wir Artikulation nen-

nen." Ueber das Vergleichende Sprachsludimn iiBeziehungauf die Verschiedenen

Epuchen der Sprachentwicklung, Bd. iii, s. 244.

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XXII. 120. 2x. PRINTED MAY23, 1885.
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admirably observes :
" Man does not possess any such thing as

an absolutely isolated individuality; the ' I ' and the 'thou' are

the essential complements of each other, and would, in their last

analysis, be found identical."*

On these two fundamental conceptions, those of Identity and

Relation, or, as they may be expressed more correctly, those of

Being and Action, Humboldt builds his doctrines concerning the

primitive radicals of language and the fundamental categories of

grammar.

§ 6. Primitive Roots and Grammatical Categories.

The roots of a language are classified by Humboldt as either

objective or subjective, although he considers this far from an

exhaustive scheme.f

The objective roots are usually descriptive, and indicate an

origin from a process of mental analysis. They bear the impress

of those two attributes which characterize every thought, Being

and Action. Every complete objective word must express these

two notions. Upon them are founded the fundamental gram-

matical categories of the Noun and the Verb ; or to speak more

accurately, they lead to the distinction of nominal and verbal

themes.

The characteristic of the Noun is that it expresses Being; of

the Yerb that it expresses Action. This distinction is far from

absolute in the word itself; in many languages, especially in

Chinese and some American languages, there is in the word no

discrimination between its verbal and nominal forms ; but the

verbal or nominal value of the word is clearly fixed by other

means.J

Another class of objective root-words are the adjective words,

or Determinatives. They are a later accession to the list, and by

their addition bring the three chief grammatical categories, the

Noun, the Yerb and the Adjective, into correlation with the

three logical categories of Substance, Action and Quality.

* Ubi supra, p. 17. Compare Humboldt's words, " Im Ich aber ist von selbst

auch das Du gegeben." Ueber die Vers'-hiedetjheit, etc., Bd. vi, s. 115.

t Ueber dip. Verschiedenheit, etc., Bd. vi, s. 116; and compare Dr. Schasler's dis-

cussion of this subject (which is one of the best parts of his book), Die ELemente
der Phil. Sprachwissenschaft, etc., ss. 202-14.

j: Expressed in detail byHumboldt in hxa Lettre d. M, Abel- Remusat sur la nature

des formes grammatlcules, etc., Bd. vii, ss. 300-303.
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By the subjective roots, Humboldt meant the personal pro-

nouns. To these he attributed great importance in the develop-

ment of language, and especially of American languages. They

carry with them the mark of sharp individuality, and express in

its highest reality the notion of Being.

It is not easy to understand Humboldt's theory of the evolu-

tion of the personal pronouns. In his various essays he seems

to offer condicting statements. In one of his later papers, he

argues that the origin of such subjective nominals is often, per-

haps generally, locative. By comparing the personal pronouns

with the adverbs of place in a series of languages, he showed that

their demonstrative antedated their personal meaning.* With

regard to their relative development, he says, in his celebrated

" Introduction ":

" The first person expresses the individuality of the speaker,

who is in immediate contact with external nature, and must dis-

tinguish himself from it in his speech. But in the ' 1
' the

' Thou ' is assumed ; and from the antithesis thus formed is

developed the third person. "f
But in his " Notice of the Japanese Grammar of Father O^'an-

guren," published in 1826, he points out that infants begin by

speaking of themselves in the third person, showing that this

comes first in the order of knowledge. It is followed by the

second person, which separates one object from others; but as

it does so by putting it in conscious antithesis to the speaker, it

finally develops the " l."|

The latter is unquestionably the correct statement so far as

the history of language is concerned and the progress of knowl-

edge. I can know myself only through knowing others.

The explanation which reconciles these theories is that the one

refers to the order of thought, or logical precedence, the other

to the order of expression. Professor Ferrier, in his " Institutes

of Metaphysics," has established with much acuteness the thesis

that, " What is first in the order of nature is last in the order of

knowledge," and this is an instance of that philosophical prin-

ciple.

* Ueber die Verwandtsclia/t der Orlsadverbia mit dem Pronomen in einigen

Spruchen, in the Abhandlungen der hist.-phil. Olasse def B^rlifier Akad. der }f i's*.

18-29

t Ueber die VerschiedenJuit, etc., Bd, vj, s, 115.

X Oesammelte Werke, Bd. vii, ss. 392-6.
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§ T. Formal and Material Elements of Language.

A fundamental distinction in philosophic grammar is that

which divides the formal from the ifnaterial element of speech.

This division arises from the original double nature of each

radical, as expressing both Being and Action.

On the one hand, Action involves Relation; it assumes an'

object and a subject, an agent, a direction of effort, a result of

effort ; usually also limitations of efibrt, time and space, and

qualifications as to the manner of the effort. In other words,

Action is capable of increase or decrease both in extension and

intension.

On the other hand, Being is a conception of fixed conditions,

and is capable of few or no modifications.

T\xQ fornvil elements of a language are those which express

Action, or the relation of the ideas ; they make up the affixes of

conjugations and declensions, the inflections of words; they in-

dicate the parts of speech, the so-called " grammatical catego-

ries," found in developed tongues. The material elements are

the roots or stems expressing the naked ideas, the conceptions

of existence apart from relation.

Using the terms in this sense, Humboldt presents the follow-

ing terse formula, as his definition of Inflection :
" Inflection is

the expression of the category in contrast to the definition 'of the

ideay^ Nothing could be more definitive and lucid than this

concise phrase.

The inflectional or formal elements of language are usually

derived from words expressing accessory ideas. Generally, they

are worn down to single letters or a single syllable, and they

usually may be traced back to auxiliary verbs and pronouns.

Often various accessories are found which are not required by
the main proposition. This is a common fault in the narratives

of ignorant men and in languages and dialects of a lower grade.

It is seen in the multiplication of auxiliaries and qualifying

particles observed in many American languages, where a vast

* His explanation of inflection is most fully given in his Introductory Essay,
Uebcr die Vcrscliicdenheit, etc., § 14, Gesammelte Werke, s. 121. sqq. A sharp, but
friendly criticism of tliis central point of his linguistic philosophy may be
found in Steinthal, CharakterisHk der HauptsHchlichsten Typen des Sprachbones,

ss. G8-61. Humboldt certainly appears not only obscure in parts but contra-
dictory.
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number of needless accessories are brought into every sen-

tence.

The nature of the relations expressed by inflections may be

manifold, and it is one of the tasks of philosophic grammar to

analyze and classify them witli reference to the direction of

mental action they imply.

It is evident that where these relations are varied and numer-

ous, the language gains greatly in picturesqueness and force, and

thus reacts with a more stimulating effect on the mind.

§ 8. The Development of Languages.

Humboldt believed tbat in this respect languages could be

divided into three classes, each representing a stage in progres-

sive development.

In the first and lowest stage all the elements are material and

significant, and there are no true formal parts of speech.

Next above this is where the elements of relation lose their

independent significance tohere so used, but retain it elsewhere.

The words are not yet fixed in grammatical categories. There is

no distinction between verbs and nouns except in use. The plural

eonve3's the idea of many, but the singular not strictly that of unity.

Highest of all is that condition of language where every word

is subject to grammatical law and shows by its form what cate-

gory it comes under ; and where the relational or formal elements

convey no hint of anything but this relation. Here, only, does

language attain to that specialization of parts where each ele-

ment subserves its own purpose and no other, and here only does

it correspond with clear and connected thinking.

These expressions, however, must not be understood
_

in a

genetic sense, as if historically one linguistic class had preceded

the other, and led up to it. Humboldt entertained no such view.

He distinctly repudiated it. He did not believe in the evolution

of languages. The diff'erences of these classes are far more

radical than that of sounds and signs; they reach down to the

fundamental notions of things. His teaching was that a lan-

guage without a passive voice, or without a grammatical gender

can never acquire one, and consequently it can never perfectly

express the conceptions corresponding to these features.*

* See these teachings clearly set forth in his Essay, Ueber das verolcichende

Sprachstudiuni in Beziehung auf die verschiedenen Epochen der Sprachentwick-

lung, Werke, Bd. iii, especially, s. 255 and s. 262.
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In defining and appraising these inherent and inalienable

qualities of languages lios the highest end and aim of linguistic

science. This is its true philosophic character, its mission which

lifts it above the mere collecting of words and formulating of

rules.

If the higher languages did not develop from the lower, how
did they arise? Humboldt answered this question'fairly, so far

as he was concerned. He said, he did not know. Individuals

vary exceedingly in their talent for language, and so do nations.

He was willing to call it an innate creative genius which en-

dowed our Aryan forefathers with a richly inflected speech ; but

it was so contrar}^ to the results of his prolonged and profound

study of languages to believe, for instance, that a tongue like the

(Sanscrit could ever be developed from one like the Chinese, that

he frankly said that he would rather accept at once the doctrine

of those who attribute the different idioms of men to an imme-

diate revelation from God.*

He fully recognized, however, a progress, an organic growth,

in human speech, and he expressly names this as a special branch

of linguistic investigation. f He laj's down that this growth

may be from two sources, one the cultivation of a tongue within

the nation by enriching its vocabulary, separating and classify-

ing its elements, fixing its expressions, and thus adapting it to

wider uses ; the second, by forcible amalgamation with another

tongue.

The latter exerts alwa^'s a more profound and often a more ben-

eficial influence. The organism of both tongues may be de-

stroyed, but the dissolvent force is also an organic and vital one,

and from the ruins of both constructs a speech of grander plans

and with wider views. " The seemingly aimless and confused

interminglings of primitive tribes sowed the seed for the flowers

of speech and song which flourished in centuries long posterior."

The immediate causes of the improvement of a language

through forcible admixture with another, are : that it is obliged to

drop all unneccessary accessory elements in a proposition ; that

the relations of ideas must be expressed by couA'entional and not

significant syllables ; and that the limitations of thought imposed

* The eloquent and extraordinary passage in which tliese opinions are ex-

pressed is in liis Lettre H M. Abel-Remnsat, Gesammelte U'erke, Bd. vii, ss. 33t)-7.

t GesammcUeWerke, Bd. iii, ss. 218, 257.
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by the genius of the language are violently broken down, and

the mind is thus given wider play for its faculties.

Such influences, however, do not act in accordance with fixed

laws of growth. There are no such laws, which are of universal

application. The development of the Mongolian or Aryan
tongues is not at all that of the American. The goal is one and

the same, but the paths to it are infinite. For this reason each

group or class of languages must be studied by itself, and its

own peculiar developmental laws be ascertained by searching its

history.*

With reference to the growth of American languages, it was

Humboldt's view that they manifest the utmost refractoriness

both to external influence and to internal modifications. They
reveal a marvellous tenacity of traditional words and forms, not

only in dialects, but even in particular classes of the community,

men having different expressions from women, the old from the

young, the higher from the lower classes. These are maintained

with scrupulous exactitude through generations, and except by

the introduction of words, three centuries of daily commingling

with the white race, have not at all altered the grammar and

scarcely the phonetics of many of their languages.

Nor is this referable to the contrast between an Aryan and an

American language. The same immiscibility is shown between

themselves. " Even where many radically diiferent languages

are located closely together, as in Mexico, I have not found a

single example where one exercised a constructive or formative

influence on the other. But it is by the encounter of great and

contrasted differences that languages gain strength, riches, and

completeness. Only thus are the perceptive powers, the imagina-

tion and the feelings impelled to enrich and extend the means of

expression, which, if left to the labors of the understanding

alone, are liable to be but meagre and arid."f

§ 9. Internal Form of Languages.

Besides the grammatical form of a language, Humboldt recog-

nized another which he called its internal form. This is that

* Tliis reasoning is developed in the essay, JJeber das Vergleichende Sprach-
stxidium, etc., Gesammelte Wcrke^ Bd. iii, ss. 211-268; and see ibid, s. 270.

t See the essay Ueber die Buchstabenschri/L und ihren Zusammenhang init dem
Sprachbau, Ges. Werke, Bd. vr, ss. 551-2.
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subtle something not expressed in words, which even more than

the formal parts of speech, reveals the linguistic genius of a na-

tion. It may be defined as the impression which the language

bears of the clearness of the conceptions of those speaking it,

and of their native gift of speech. He illustrates it by instanc-

ing the absence of a developed mode in Sanscrit, and maintains

that in the creators of that tongue the conception of modality

was never truly felt and distinguished from tense. In this re-

spect its inner form was greatly inferior to the Greek, in the

mind of which nation the ideally perfect construction of the verb

unfolded itself with far more clearness.

The study of this inner form of a language belongs to the

highest realm of linguistic investigation, and is that which throws

the most light on the national character and capacities.*

§ 10. Criteria of Hank in Languages.

Humboldt's one criterion of a language was its tendency to

quicken and sfimidate mental action. He maintained that this is

secured just in proportion as the grammatical structure favors

clear definition of the individual idea apart from its relations, in

other words, as it separates the material from the inflectional

elements of speech. Clear thinking, he argued, means progres-

sive thinking. Therefore he assigned a lower position both to

those tongues which inseparably connect the idea with its rela-

tions, as the American languages, and to those which, like the

Chinese and in a less degree the modern English, have scarcely

any formal elements at all, but depend upon the position of

words (placement) to signify their relations.

But he greatly modified this unfavorable judgment ])y several

extenuating cojisiderations.

Thus he warns us that it is of importance to recognize fully

"that grammatical principles dwell rather in the mind of the

speaker than in the material and mechanism of his language." f
This led him to establish a distinction between exjilicit gram-

mar, where the relations are fully expressed in speech, and im-

* On this subtle point, which has been by no means the least difficult to his

commentators, see Humboldt's Introduction Ueber die Verschicdenheit, etc.,

Oes. Werke, Bd. vi, ss. 45-6, 92-5, 25t-5, by a careful comparison of which pas-

sages his real intent will become apparent.

t Lettre & M. Abel-Re.rnusat, Ges. Werke, Bd. vii, s. 396.
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plicit grammar, where they are wholly or in part left to be

understood by the mind.

He expressly and repeatedly states that an intelligent thinker,

ti'ained in the grammatical distinctions of a higher language,

can express any thought he has in the grammar of any other

tongue which he masters, no matter how rude it is. This adap-

tability lies in the nature of speech in general. A language is

an instrument, the use of which depends entirely on the skill of

him who handles it. It is doubtful whether such imported forms

and thoughts appeal in any direct sense to those who are

native to the tongue. But the fact remains that the forms of the

most barbarous languages are such that they may be developed

to admit the expression of any kind of idea.

But the meaning of this must not be misconstrued. If lan-

guages were merely dead instruments which we use to work
with, then one would be as good as another to him who had

learned it. But this is not the case. Speech is a living, phj-sio-

logical function, and, like any other function, is most invigorating

and vitalizing when it works in the utmost harmony with the

other functions. Its special relationship is to that brain-action

which we call thinking ; and entire harmony between the two is

only present when the form, structure and sounds of speech cor-

respond accurately to the logical procedure of thought. This

he considered " an undeniable fact."

The measure of the excellence of a language, therefore, is the

clearness, deQniteness and energy of the ideas which it awakes

in the nation. Does it inspire and incite their mind ? Has it

positive and clear tones, and do these define sharply the ideas

they represent, without needless accessories ? Does its structure

present the leading elements of the proposition in their sim-

plicity, and permit the secondary elements to be grouped around

them in subordinate positions, with a correct sense of linguistic

perspective ? The answers to these queries decide its position

in the hierarchy of tongues.*

* "Nicht was in einer Sprache ausgedrtlckt zu werden vermag, sondern das,

wozu sle aus eigner, innerer Kraft anfeuert uiid begeistert, entscheidet Uber
itire Voi'zUge Oder Miingsl." Ueber das Entstehen der Orarnmalinchen Formen,
etc, TJ'erAre, Bd. iii, s. 272. Compare with this the expression in his celebrated
Einleitung: "Die Sprache 1st das bildende Organ des Gedanken," Werke, Hd.
vi, s. 51. A perfected language will "allseitig und harmoni.sch durch sich

selbst auf den Geist einwirken." Ibid, s. 311,

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XXII. 120. 2o. PRINTED MAY22, 1885.
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As its capacity for expression is no criterion of a language,

still less is the abundance or regularity of its forms. For this

very multiplicity, this excessive superfluity, is a burden and a

drawback, and obscures the integration of the thought by attach-

ing to it a quantity of needless qualifications. Thus, in the lan-

guage of the Abipones, the pronoun is different as the person

spoken of is conceived as present, absent, sitting, walking, lying,

or running, all quite unnecessary specifications.*

In some languages much appears as form which, on close

scrutiny, is nothing of the kind.

This misunderstanding has reigned almost universally in the

treatment of American tongues. The grammars which have

been written upon them proceed generally on the principles of

Latin, and apply a series of grammatical names to the forms

explained, entirely inappropriate to them and misleading. Our

first duty in taking up such a grammar as, for instance, that of

an American language, is to dismiss the whole of the arrange-

ment of the " parts of speech," and, by an analysis of words and

phrases, to ascertain by what arrangement of elements they ex-

press logical, significant relations.f

For example, in the Carib tongue, the grammai's give aveiri-

daco as the second person singular, subjunctive imperfect, " if

thou wert." Analyze this, and we discover that a is the posses-

sive pronoun " thy ;" veiri is " to be " or " being " (in a place)
;

and daco is a particle of definite time. Hence, the literal ren-

dering is " on the day of thj- being." The so-called imperfect

subjunctive turns out to be a verbal noun with a preposition. In

many American languages the hypothetical supposition ex-

pressed in the Latin subjunctive is indicated b}^ the same cir-

cumlocution.

Again, the infinitive, in its classical sense, is unknown in most,

probably in all, American languages. In the Tupi of Brazil and

frequently elsewhere it is simply a noun ; caru is both '' to eat "

* Ueber d is Eatstehen der grammaUschen Formen,'' etc., Werke, Bd. iii, s. 292.

t Speaking of such "imperfect" languages, he gives the following wise sug-

gestion for their study :
" Ilir einfaches Geheimniss, welches den Weganzeigt,

auf welchem man sie, mitganzliciier Vergessenheitunserer Grammatik.'immer
zuerst zu entr.tlhseln versuclien muss, ist, das in sicli Bedeutende unmittelbar

an eiuander zu reihen " Ueber das Vergleichende SprachsMdium, etc., Werke, Bd.

iii, s. 235; and for a practical illustration of his method, see the essay, Ueber

das Entstehen der gramnialischen Formen, etc., Bd. iii, s. 27-i.
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and "food;" che cam ai-pola, "I wish to eat," literally "my
food I wish."

In the Mexican, the infinitive is incorporated in the verb as an

accusative, and the verb is put in the future of the person

spoken of.

Many writers continue to maintain that a criterion of rank of

a language is its lexicographical richness— the number of words

it possesses. Even very recently', Prof. Max Midler has applied

such a test to American languages, and, finding that one of the

Fuegian dialects is reported to have nearly thirty thousand

words, he maintains that this is a proof that these savages are a

degenerate remnant of some much more highly developed ances-

try. Founding his opinion largely on similar facts, Alexander

von Humboldt applied the expression to the American nations

that they are " des debris e'chappes a un naufrage commun."

Such, however, was not the opinion of his brother Wilhelm

He sounded the depths of linguistic philosophy far more deeply

than to accept mere abundance of words as proof of richness in

a language. Many savage languages have twenty words signi-

fj'ing to eat particular things, but no word meaning " to eat " in

general ; the Eskimo language has different words for fishing for

each kind of fish, but no word "to fish," in a general sense.

Such apparent richness is, in fact, actual poverty.

Humboldt taught that the quality, not merely the quantity, of

words was the decisive measure of verbal wealth. Such quality

depends on the relations of concrete words, on the one hand, to

the primitive objective perceptions at their root, and, on the

other, to the abstract general ideas of which they are particular

representatives ; and besides this, on the relations which the

spoken word, the articulate sound, bears to the philosophic laws

of the formation of language in general.*

In his letter to Abel-Remusat he discusses the theory that the

American languages point to a once higher condition of civiliza-

tion, and are the corrupted idioms of deteriorated races. He de-

nies that there is linguistic evidence of any such theory. These

* His teachings on this point, of which I give the barest outline, are developed
in sections 12 and i;! of his Introduction, Ueber die Verschiedenheit, etc Stein-

thal's critical remarks oa these sections (in his Charaklerislik der haupt. Typen
des Sprachbauen) seem to me unsatisfactory, and he even does not appear to

grasp the chain of Humboldt's reasoning.
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languages, he says, possess a remai'kable regularity of structure,

and very few anomalies. Their grammar does not present any

Adsible traces of corrupting intermixtures.*

In a later work he returns to the subject when speaking of the

Lenape (Algonkin Delaware) dialect, and asks whether the rich

imaginative power, of which it bears the evident impress, does

not point to some youthful, supple and vigorous era in the life

of language in general ? f But he leaves the question unan-

swered.

§ 11. Classification of Languages.

The lower unit of language is the Word ; the higher is the

Sentence. The plans on which languages combine words into

sentences are a basic character of their structure, and divide

them into classes as, distinct and as decisive of their future, as

those of vertebrate and invertebrate animals in natural history.

These plans are four in number :

1. By Isolation.

The words are placed in juxtaposition, without change. Their

I'elations are expressed by their location only (placement). The

typical example of this is the Chinese.

2. By Agglutination.

The sentence is formed hj suffixing to the word expressive of

the main idea a number of others, more or less altered, express-

ing the relations. Examples of this are the Eskimo of ISTorth

America, and the Northern Asiatic dialects.

3. By Incorporation,

The leading word of the sentence is divided and the accessory

words either included in it or attached to it with abbreviated

forms, so that the whole sentence assumes the form and sound of

one word.

4. By Inflection.

Each word of the sentence indicates by its own form the char-

acter and relation to the main proposition of the idea it repre-

sents. Sanscrit, Greek and Latin are familiar examples of in-

flected tongues.

* Lettre & M. Abel-Remumt. Werke, Bd. vii, ss. R53-4.

t Uebf die Verschiedenheit , etc., Sec. 23, Werke, Bd. vi, s. 329.
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It is possible to suppose that all four of these forms were de-

veloped from some primitive condition of utterance unknown to

us, just as naturalists believe that all organic species were devel-

oped out of a homogeneous protoplasmic mass ; but it is as hard

to see how any one of them in its present form could pass over

into another, as to understand how a radiate could change into a

mollusk.

§ 12. Nature of Incorporation.

Of th? four plans mentioned, Incorporation is that character-

istic of, though not confined to, American tongues.

It may appear in a higher or a lower grade, but its intention

is everywhere the effort to convey in one word the whole propo-

sition. The Verb, as that part of speech which especially con-

veys the sjnithetic action of the mental operation, is that which is

selected as the stem of this word-sentence; all the other parts are

subordinate accessories, devoid of syntactic value.

'J'he higher grade of incorporation includes both subject, ob-

ject and verb in one word, and if for any reason the object is not

included, the scheme of the sentence is still maintained in the

verb, and the object is placed outside, as in apposition, without

case ending, and under a form different from its original and sim-

ple one.

This will readily be understood from the following examples

from the Mexican language.

The sentence ni-naca-qua, is one word and means "I, flesh,

eat." If it is desired to express the object independently, the

expression becomes yii-c-qua-in-nacatl^ " I it eat, the flesh." The

termination tl does not belong to the root of the noun, but is

added to show that it is in an external, and, as it were, unnatural

position. Both the direct and remote object can thus be incor-

porated, and if they are not, but separately appended, the scheme

of the sentence is still preserved ; as ni-te-tla-maca^ literally, " I,

something, to somebody, give." How closely these accessories

are incorporated is illustrated by the fact that the tense aug-

ments are not added to the stem, but to the whole word ; o-ni-c-te-

maca-e, " I have given it to somebody ;
" when the o is the prefix

of the perfect.

In these languages, every element in the sentence, which is not

incorporated in the verb, has, in fact, no sjntax at all. The
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vei-bal exhausts all the formal portion of the language. The rela-

tions of the other words are intimated by their position. Thus

ni-tlagotlaz-neqiiia, I wished to love, is literally " I, I shall love,

I wished." Tlogofla'z, is the first person singular of the future,

ni-nequia, I wished, which is divided, and the future form in-

serted. The same expression may stand thus : ni-c-nequia-tlago-

tlaz, where the c is an intercalated relative pronoun, and the lit-

eral rendering is, " I it wished, I shall love."

In the Lule language the construction with an infinitive is sim-

ply that the two verbs follow each other in the same person, as

caic tncxec, "I amaccustomed to eat," literally, " I amacusLomed,

I eat."

None of these devices fullfils all the uses of the infinitive, and

hence they are all inferior to it.

In languages which lack formal elements, the deficiency must

be supplied by the mind. Words are merely placed in juxtaposi-

tion, and their relationship guessed at. Thus, when a language

constructs its cases merel}'' by prefixing prepositions to the unal-

tered noun, there is no grammatical form ; in the Mbaya lan-

guage e-tiboa is translated " through me,'' but it is really " I,

through ; " Vemani^ is rendered " he wishes," but it is strictly

" he, wish."

In such languages the same collocation of words often corres-

ponds to quite different meanings, as the precise relation of the

thoughts is not defined by any formal elements. This is well

illustrated in the Tupi tongue. The word ^iha is " father;" with

the pronoun of the third person prefixed it is tithn^ literally "he,

father." This may mean either " his father," or " he is a father,"

or " he has a father," just as the sense of the rest of the sen-

tence requires.

Certainlj" a language which thus leaves confounded together

ideas so distinct as these, is inferior to one which discriminates

them ; and this is why the formal elements of a tongue are so

important to intellectual growth. The Tupis may be an Qper-

getic and skillful people, but with their language they can never

lake a position as masters in the realm of ideas.

The absence of the passive in most, if not all, American

tongues is supplied by similar inadequate collocations of words.

In Huasteca, for example, nana tanin tahjaJ, is translated " I
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am treated by bim ;" actually it is, " I, me, treats he." This is

not a passive, but simply the idea of the Ego connected with the

idea of another acting upon it.

This is vastly below the level of inflected speech ; for it can-

not be too strenuously maintained that the grammatical relations

of spoken language are the more perfect and favorable to intel-

lectual growth, the more closely they correspond to the logical

relations of thought.

Sometimes what appears as inflection turns out on examina-

tion to be merely adjunction. Thus in the Mbaya tongue there

are such verbal forms as daJadi, thou wilt throw, nilabuife, he

has spun, when the d is the sign of the future, and the n of the

perfect. These look like inflections; but in fact d,is simply a

relic of quide, hereafter, later, and n stands in the same relation

to quine, which means " and i>lso."

To become true formal elements, all such adjuncts must have

completely lost their independent signification ; because if they

retain it, their material content requires qualification and rela-

tion just as any other stem word.

A few American languages may have reached this stage. In

the Mexican there are the terminals ya or a in the imperfect,

the augment o in the preterit, and others in the future. In the

Tamanacathe present ends in c/, the preterit in e, the future in c

" There is nothing in either of these tongues to show that these

tense signs have independent meaning, and therefore there is no

reason why they should not„be classed with those of the Greek

and Sanscrit as true inflectional elements."*

§ 13. Psychological Origin of Incorporation.

This Incorporative plan, which may be considered as distinc-

tive of the American stock of languages, is explained in its psycho-

logical origin by Humboldt, as the result of an exaltation of

the imaginative over the intellectual elements of mind. By this

method, the linguistic faculty strives to present to the under-

standing the whole thought in the most compact form possible,

thus to facilitate its comprehension ; and this it does, because a

* " Der Mexikanischen kann man amVerbum, in welchem die Zeif en durch
einzelne Endbuchstaben und zum Theil offenbar symbolisch bezeichnet wer-

den, Flexionen und ein gewisses Streben nach Sanskritischer Worteinheit
nicht absprechen." Ueber die Verschiedenheit, etc., Werke, Bd. vi, s. 176.
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thought presented in one word is more vivid and stimulating to

the imagination, more individual and picturesque, than when

narrated in a number of words.*

But the mistake must not be made of supposing that Incor-

poration is a creative act of the language-sense, or that its pro-

ducts, the compounds that it builds, are real words. Humboldt

was careful to impress this distinction, and calls such incorpo-

rated compounds examples of collocation (Zusammensetzung),

not of synthesis (Zusammenfassung). On this ground, he

doubted, and with justice, the assertion of Duponceau, that the

long words of the Lenape (Delaware) dialect are formed by an

arbitrary selection of the phonetic parts of a number of words,

without reference to the radical syllables. f He insisted, as is

really the case, that in all instances the significant syllable or

syllables are retained.

§ 14. Effect of Incorporation on Compound Sentences.

As has been seen, the theory of Incorporation is to express the

whole proposition, as nearly as possible, in one word ; and what

part of it cannot be thus expressed, is left without any syntax

whatever. Not only does this apply to individual words in a

sentence, but it extends to the various clauses of a compound

sentence, such as in Arj'an languages show their relation to the

leading clauses by means of prepositions, conjunctions and rela-

tive pronouns.

When the methods are analyzed by which the major and

minor clauses are assigned their respective values in these

tongues, it is very plain what difficulties of expression the sys-

tem of Incorporation involves. Few of them have 'any true

connecting word of either of the three classes above mentioned.

They depend on scarcely veiled material words, simply placed

in juxtaposition.

It is probable that the prepositions and conjunctions of all

* " Daher ist das Einschliessen in Ein Wort mehr Sache der Einbildungs-

kraft, die Trennung melir die des Verstandes." Ueber die Vcrschiedpnheit, etc.,

s. 327. Compare also, s. 326 and 16G. Steinthal points out the disadvantages of

the incorporalive plan and puts it lower than the isolating system of the

Chinese; but fails to recognize its many and striking advantages. See his re-

marks, "Ueber das Wesen und Wertli der Einverleibungsmethode," in his

Charaklerisiik der haupl. Typen des Sprachbaues, s. 214.

t Ueber die Verschiedenhell , etc., in Werke, Bd. vi, ss. 323 sqq.
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languages were at first significant words, and the degree to

which they have lost their primarj^ significations and have be-

come purely formal elements expressing relation, is one of the

measures of the grammatical evolution of a tongue. In most

American idioms their origin from substantives is readily recog-

nizable. P'requently these substantives refer to parts of the

body, and this, in passing, suggests the antiquity of this class of

words and their value in comparison.

In Maya tan means in, towai'd, among ; but it is also the breast

or front of the body. The Mexican has three classes of prepo-

sitions —the first, whose origin from a substantive cannot be de-

tected
; the second, where an unknown and a known element are

combined
; the third, where the substantive is perfectly clear.

An example of the last mentioued is itic^ in, compounded ofite,

belly, and the locative particle c ; the phrase ilhuicatl itic^ in

heaven, is literally "in the belly of heaven." Precisely the

same is the Cakchiquel pa mcff/?, literally, " belly, heaven "^in
heaven. In Mexican, notepotzco is " behind me," literally, " my
back, at;" this corresponds again to the Cakchiquel chuih., he-

hind me, from chi, at, u, my, vih, shoulder-blades. TheMixteca
prepositions present the crude nature of their origin without

disguise, chisi huahi, belly, house —that is, in front of the house
;

sata huahi, back, house —behind the house.

The conjunctions are equally transparent. "And " in Maya is

yetel, in Mexican ihuan. One would suppose that such an indis-

pensable connective would long since have been worn down to

an insoluble entity. On the contrary, both these words retain

their perfect material meaning. Yetel is a compound of y,

his, et, companion, and el, the definite termination of nouns.

Ihuan is the possessive, i, and huan, associate, companion, used

also as a termination to form a certain class of plurals.

The deficiency in true conjunctions and relative pronouns is

met in man}'' American languages by a reversal of the plan of

expression with us. The relative clause becomes the principal

one. There is a certain logical justice in this ; for, if we reflect,

it will appear evident that the major proposition is, in our con-

struction, presented as one of the conditions of the minor. " I

shall drown, if I fall in the water," means that, of the various

results of my falling in the water, one of them will be that I
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shall drown, " I followed the road which j'ou described," means
that you described a road, and one of the results of this act of

yours was that 1 followed it.

This explains the plan of constructing compound sentences in

Qquichua. Instead of saying " I shall follow the road which

you describe," the construction is " You describe, this road I

shall follow;" and instead of "I shall drown if I fall in the

water," it would be, " I fall in the water, I shall drown."

The Mexican language introduces the relative clause by the

word in, which is an article and demonstrative pronoun, or, if the

proposition is a conditional one, b}-- mfia, which reall}' signifies

" within this," and conveys the sense that the major is included

within the conditions of the minor clause. The Cakchiquel con-

ditional particle is vae, if, which appears to be simply the particle

of aflSrmation " yes," employed to give extension to the minor

clause, which, as a rule, is placed first.

Or a conventional arrangement of words may be adopted which

will convey the idea of certain dependent clauses, as those ex-

pressing similitude, as is often the case in Mexican.

§ 15. The Dual in A.merican Languages.

' In his admirable philosophical examination of the dual num-
ber in language, Humboldt laid the foundation of a linguistic

theory of numerals which has not yet received the development

it merits. Here he brings into view the dual and plural endings

of a list of American languages, and explains the motives on

which they base the inclusive and exclusive plurals so common
among them. It is, in fact, a species of pronominal dual con-

fined to the first person in the plural.

This, he goes on to say, is by no means the only dual in these,

tongues. Some of them express both the other classes of duals

which he names. Thus, the Totonaca has duals for all objects

which appear as pairs in nature, as the eyes, the ears, the hands,

etc. ; while the Araucanian equals the Sanscrit in extending the

grammatical expression of the dual through all parts of speech

where it can find proper application.*

* See the essay, Ueber der\ Dualis, Gesammelie Werkc, Bd. vi, ss. 562-596.
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§ 16. Humboldt's Essay o^r the America!^ Yerb.

The essay oa the Americaa verb translated in the following

pages has never previously appeared in print, either in German
or English. The original MS. is in the Royal Library at Berlin,

whence I obtained a transcript. The author alludes to this essay

in several passages of his printed works, most fully in his "Letter

to M. Abel-Remusat " (1826), in which he says :

" A few years ago, I read before the Berlin Academy a memoir,
which has not been printed, in which I compared a number of

American languages with each other, solely with regard to the

manner in which they express the verb as uniting the subject

with the attribute in the proposition, and from this point of

view I assigned them to various classes. As this trait proves to

what degree a language possesses grammatical .forms, or is near

to possessing them, it is decisive of the whole grammar of a

tongue."

On reading the memoir, I was so much impressed with the

acuteness and justness of its analysis of American verbal forms
that I prepared the translation which I now submit.

In the more recent studies of the American verb which have

appeared from the pens of Friedrich Miiller, J. HammondTrum-
bull and Lucien Adam, we have the same central element of

speech subjected to critical investigation at able hands. But it

seems to me that none of them has approached the topic with the

broad, philosophic conceptions which impress the reader in this

ess?iy of Humboldt's. Although sixty years and more have

elapsed since it was written, I am confident that it will provide

ample food for thought to the earnest student of language.


